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A compendium is presented of theoretical fundamentals relating to pulse

transmission, for engineering applications. Emphasis is given to the con-

sideration of various imperfections in transmission systems and resultant

transmission impairments or limitations on transmission capacity.

In Part I of this paper, Sections 1 toll, fundamental properties of trans-

mission-frequency characteristics are discussed, together with general rela-

tions between frequency and pulse transmission characteristics and special

transmission characteristics of importance in pulse systems. This is fol-

lowed by a presentation of engineering methods of evaluating pidse distortion

from various types of gain and phase deviations.

In Part II, Sections 12-16, transmission limitations imposed by charac-

teristic distortion will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Pulse transmission is a basic concept in communication theory and

certain methods of modulating pulses to carry information approach in

their characteristics the ideal performance allowed by nature. In certain

applications, such as telegraphy, pulse signalling and data transmission,

it has the advantage of great accuracy, since the information is trans-

mitted in digital form by "on-off" pulses. This at the same time facili-

tates regeneration of pulses to avoid accumulation of distortion from

noise and other system imperfections, together with the storing, auto-

matic checking and ciphering of messages, as well as then- translation

into different digital systems or transmission at different speeds, as may
be required in extensive communication systems. Another characteristic

of pulse systems is that improved signal-to-noise ratio can be secured in

exchange for increased bandwidth, as in pulse code, pulse position and

certain other methods of pulse modulation. Finally, pulse modulation

systems permit multiplexing of communication channels on a time divi-

sion basis, which under appropriate conditions may have appreciable

advantages over frequency division in the design of multiplex terminals.

In pulse modulation systems, pulses are applied at the transmitting

end in various combinations, or in varying amplitude, duration or posi-

tion, depending on the type of system. Pulses thus modulated to carry

information may be transmitted in various ways, or undergo a second

modulation process suitable to the transmission medium. The received

pulses will differ in shape from the transmitted pulses because of band-

width limitations, noise and other system imperfections. The performance

of the system in the absence of noise can be predicted if the "pulse trans-

mission characteristic" is known, that is, the shape of a received pulse

for a given applied pulse.

Although the pulse-transmission characteristic suffices for determina-

tion of system performance it is customary for various reasons to relate

it to the "transmission-frequency characteristic," that is, the steady-

state transmission response expressed as a function of frequency. For

one thing the transmission-frequency characteristics of various existing

facilities and their components are known, and for new facilities can be

determined more readily by calculation or measurements than the pulse-

transmission characteristic. But the more fundamental reason is that the

transmission-frequency characteristics of various system components

connected in tandem or parallel can readily be combined to obtain the

over-all transmission characteristic, while this is not the case for pulse

transmisssion characteristics. It is thus possible to analyze complicated

systems with the transmission-frequency characteristic as a basic
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parameter, and to specify requirements that must be imposed on the

transmission-frequency characteristic of the system and its components

for a given transmission performance.

A fundamental problem in pulse modulation systems is transmission

distortion of pulses by system imperfections in the form of phase and

gain deviations over the transmission band or a low-frequency cut-off,

usually referred to as "characteristic distortion," which may give rise

to excessive interference between pulses and resultant crosstalk noise or

errors in reception, depending on the type of system. Because of such

interference, characteristic distortion limits the number of pulse ampli-

tudes permissible in the transmission of information or messages over a

given channel, and may reduce the rate at which pulses can be trans-

mitted in systems employing only two pulse amplitudes, the minimum
number. It thus places a limitation on channel capacity which, unlike

signal distortion by noise, cannot be overcome by increasing the signal

power.

Characteristic distortion is an important consideration particularly in

wire systems where there is a low-frequency cut-off caused by trans-

formers, and where the transmission band may extend over several

octaves with substantial variation in attenuation and phase shift, or

may be sharply confined by filters. In wire systems there are also fine

structure deviations from a smooth attenuation and phase characteristic

of a more or less random nature, resulting from small random impedance

variations and mismatches along the lines. Gain and phase deviations

remaining even after fairly elaborate equalization may be appreciable

and difficult to overcome, especially in systems comprising a large num-

ber of repeater sections.

The purpose of this paper is to present a compendium of theoretical

fundamentals on pulse transmission in a form suitable for engineering

applications, both from the standpoint of design of new pulse transmis-

sion systems and pulse transmission over existing facilities. Emphasis is

placed on considerations of various system imperfections, because of

their importance from the standpoint of transmission performance, and

since literature on this question is rather limited. Certain fundamental

properties of transmission-frequency characteristics are discussed, to-

gether with general relations between frequency and pulse transmission

characteristics and special transmission characteristics of importance in

pulse s\'stems. This is followed by a presentation of methods of evaluat-

ing pulse distortion from various types of gain and phase deviations, to-

gether with resultant transmission impairments or limitations on pulse

transmission rates in low-pass, symmetrical and asymmetrical sideband
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systems. Conversely, these methods may be used in the design of pulse

modulation systems to evaluate requirements imposed on the transmis-

sion characteristics for a given transmission performance.

Transmission impairments may result from system imperfections other

than characteristic distortion, which require a different theoretical ap-

proach and are not considered here. Among them are erratic timing of

pulses, thermal and other noise within the transmission system and in-

terference from outside sources, such as other communication systems or

atmospheric disturbances.

1. PROPERTIES OF TRANSMISSION-FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

A basic parameter of transmission systems is the transmission-fre-

quency characteristic

T{iia) = Afay*"*, (1.01)

in which a> = 2irf is the radian frequency, A (w) is the amplitude and

\p(w) the phase characteristic. The transmission-frequency characteristic

may designate the ratio of received voltage to transmitted current, of

received current to transmitted voltage, of received to transmitted cur-

rent or of received to transmitted voltage. The two latter ratios are not

the same except for symmetrical networks with impedance matching at

both ends. For symmetrical structures having appreciable attenuation,

such as transmission lines between repeaters, the ratios are virtually the

same with impedance matching at the receiving end. In the following,

T(ia>) will designate any of the above ratios, as the case may be.

When a number of networks are connected in series, as is usually the

case in transmission systems, the resultant transmission characteristic

is

T(iu>) = Ti(iu) r2(iw) • • • Tn(ia>),

= (A 1 A 2 ---An)e-
i(^+^+ - +M

,

where T\ , T* • • • Tn are the transmission characteristics of the individual

networks with the same impedance terminations as encountered in the

series arrangement, i.e. as measured in place or with equivalent termina-

tions.

The phase characteristic \p can in general be regarded as the sum of

three components. The first is the minimum phase shift component,

\f/'\ which has a definite relation to the amplitude characteristic of the

system, and is of particular interest in connection with phase distortion

with different types of amplitude characteristics. The second is a
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linear component cord , which represents a constant transmission delay

Td for all frequencies, as in the case of an ideal delay network. Ladder

type structures and transmission lines have phase characteristics which

can be represented by the above two components. The third component

can be represented by a lattice structure with constant amplitude char-

acteristic but varying phase. Such a network component may be present

in a transmission system or may be inserted intentionally for phase

equalization, i.e. to supplement the first component above so as to secure

a linear phase characteristic without altering the amplitude characteristic

of the system.

The following discussion is concerned with the relationship of the first

component to the amplitude characteristic of the system, or conversely.

The natural logarithm of the transmission-frequency characteristic

given by (1.01) is

tnT(ia) = tnA(<a) - #(«). (1.03)

The component lnA(<a) is referred to as the attenuation characteristic,

and when expressed in decibels equals 8.69 lnA{u>).

The following relations exist between the attenuation and phase char-

acteristics of minimum phase shift systems or system components:
'

f„AM --If *»> du = I f
-£W *, (1.04)

7T J- -oo CO — U T JO U- — 0)'

and

,.(„) _ I / MM du _ _2 t »JnA(u)
du (105)

t J-w co — u 7r h u- — co-

in the evaluation of these integrals, the principal values are to be used,

i.e., results of the form fn(— u) are to be taken as In
\
—u\ rather than

tn
|
u

|
+ *ir.

As an example consider an attenuation characteristic as shown in Fig.

1, with i4(co) = A between co = and coc and Ai between co = coc and

oo. Equation (1.05) then becomes

A") = 2co

IT Jo u- — CO" Ju e U- — CO"

J

= - (n(A /Ai)tn
IT

C0C + CO

(1.06)

In Fig. 1 is shown the phase characteristic for A /A\ = 100, correspond-

ing to a 40 db cutoff at co = co f .
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Fig. 1 — Low-pass transmission frequency characteristic with sharp cut-off.

In Fig. 2 the attenuation and phase characteristics are shown as a

function of co/coc for a> < coc and as a function of the inverse ratio <ae/<a

for w > uc • It will be noticed that for the above case the phase charac-

teristic is infinite for w/ojc = 1 and has even symmetry about this point,

while the attenuation characteristic has odd symmetry with respect to

the midpoint of the amplitude discontinuity. The phase characteristic

may be modified by a gradual cutoff in the attenuation characteristic,

as illustrated in the figure. It is possible to shape the attenuation char-

acteristic to obtain a linear phase characteristic in the transmission

band, i.e. between «/w c
= and 1. Since transmission systems with a
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Fig. 2 — Solid curves same as in Fig. 1, hut with inverse scale for w/w > 1.

Dashed curves illustrate modification in phase characteristic with gradual cut-off

in attenuation (not computed).
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Fig. '.I
— Low-pass transmission frequency characteristics with natural linear

phase shift for u/ue < 1.

linear phase characteristic in this range are of particular importance in

pulse transmission, this case will be considered further.

It will be assumed that the phase characteristic has even symmetry

when expressed in the scales of Fig. 2, in which case the phase charac-

teristic as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3 is given by

^"(co) = cor co/co c < 1,

= o>c t/oj co/aic > 1.

With these expressions in (1.04) the attenuation characteristic becomes:

2co cr

(1.07)

(nA(u) = l + ifc- w- In \±^
2 \co coc/ 1 — ay co c_

For to = 0, the latter expression approaches the limit tnA(0) = 4co ct/t,

so that

tnA(a)/A(0) = - l + ^(- (n
1 + u/0)c

~\

1 — C0/a) cJ
(1.08)

which is the attenuation characteristic shown in Fig. 3.

Other attenuation characteristics with a linear phase characteristic

between co/toc = and 1 are possible with other types of variations in

the attenuation or phase characteristic for to/coc > 1 than assumed

above. For example, the attenuation characteristics may be assumed
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constant for co/coc > 1, in which case the attenuation characteristic will

be somewhat different for co/coc < 1 and the phase characteristic different

for co/wc > 1, as illustrated in Fig. 3. (The solution for the latter case is

given in Reference 2.) It will be noticed that there is a comparatively

minor difference between the attenuation characteristics for co/co c < 1

in the above cases, so that the attenuation characteristic for co/co c > 1

has a relatively minor effect, provided there is no discontinuity near

co/coc = 1. The transmission loss characteristics shown in Fig. 3 represent

a close approximation to the type of characteristic employed in pulse

transmission systems, as will be shown later.

In the above examples low-pass characteristics were assumed. For

high-pass characteristics the algebraic sign of the phase is reversed with

respect to the amplitude characteristic as indicated in Fig. 4, which also

illustrates relationships for band-pass characteristics. The band-pass

characteristics are obtained by connecting low-pass and high-pass net-

works in tandem. The resultant attenuation and phase characteristics

are obtained by adding the low and high-pass attenuation and phase

characteristics, as illustrated in the figure. In the second case shown in

the figure, the band-pass characteristic is assumed to have a linear phase

characteristic in the transmission band, in which case the attenuation

characteristic will not be symmetrical about the midband frequency,

unless the latter is high in relation to the bandwidth. The third case

illustrates the type of band-pass characteristic encountered in wire

systems with a low-frequency cutoff. There will then be phase distortion

at the low end of the band, since it is not feasible with a fairly sharp

low-frequency cutoff to obtain a linear phase characteristic in the trans-

mission band.

If the amplitude or attenuation characteristic of a transmission system

is modified, it will be accompanied by a modification in the phase

characteristic. Of basic importance are cosine modifications in the

attenuation and amplitude characteristics. Let the modified amplitude

characteristic be of the form

A(u) = A (u)e
acoaaT

,
(1.09)

where -4 (co) is the original amplitude characteristic. The modified at-

tenuation characteristic is then

{nA(u) = CnA (ui) + a cos cot. (1-10)

In accordance with (1.05) the modified phase characteristic becomes,

,0/ x 1 f°° (nAttiso) , .
a f°° cos cot ,

^°(co) = - /

K— du+ - / du, .

7T J-« 10 — U T J-oo CO — U V.1-1-U

= iZ'o(co) + a sin cot,
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where ^o(co) is the phase characteristic of the original amplitude charac-

teristic -Ao(w).

Thus, for any consine modification in the attenuation characteristic

there is a corresponding sine modification in the phase characteristic,

and for any sine modification in the phase characteristic a corresponding

cosine modification in the attenuation characteristic. In general any

modification in the attenuation characteristic may be represented by a

Fourier cosine series, in which case the modification in the phase charac-

teristic will be the corresponding Fourier sine series.

With a cosine modification in the amplitude rather than in the at-

low-pass (a)
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Fig. 4 — Attenuation and phase shift for various types of transmission fre-

quency characteristics.
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tenuation characteristic

A(<a) = Ao(co) [1 + a cos cor], (1.12)

and the corresponding phase characteristic becomes

,o/ \ 1 f°° lnA (u)[l + a cos ut]
\f/ (co) = — / au,

ir J- «, co — u

r sin cor
= ^o(co) + 2 tan"

1 + r cos cor

'

2

T= ^o(co) + 2[r sin cor + — sin 2 cor

(1.13)

3

T+ s- sin 3 cor +
o

where

= 1 [1 =F Vl - a»], (1.14)r
a

and the minus sign is to be used.

Thus, a cosine modification in the amplitude characteristic is accom-

panied by an infinite series of sine deviations in the phase characteristic.

For sufficiently small values of a, r ^ a/2 and (1.13) reduces to (1.11).

2. FREQUENCY AND IMPULSE TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

In dealing with pulse transmission, it is customary to consider three

basic types of time variations of currents and electromotive forces, a

cisoidal variation, a unit impulse and a unit step. The cisoidal variation,

e
tu>t

, is basic in the solution of network and transmission problems in

terms of complex impedances and admittances. The unit impulse is a

current or electromotive force of very high intensity and short duration,

such that the area under the impulse is unity. The unit step is a current

or electromotive force which is zero for t < and unity thereafter.

The time responses of networks or transmission systems to these three

basic time functions are interrelated so that each may be obtained when

one of the others is known. Furthermore, the time responses for electro-

motive forces or currents of arbitrary wave shape may be obtained from

the response characteristic for any one of these basic time functions.

The pulses applied in pulse systems can usually be approximated by

impulses. Furthermore, with impulses certain simple relationships can

be established which are either obscured or more complicated when a
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unit step is assumed. For these reasons, only the transmission charac-

teristic for impulses will be considered here, or for pulses of sufficiently

short duration to be regarded as impulses.

Corresponding to any transmission-frequency characteristic is an

impulse transmission characteristic, P(t), which designates the received

pulse as a function of time for a transmitted unit impulse. The impulse

and transmission frequency characteristics are interrelated by the follow-

ing Fourier integral relations

p(*) - IT"
(
" T{iu)e

iat
da, (2.01)

T(ia) = [ Pit)e~
iut

dt. (2.02)
J— CO

The transmission characteristic for an applied pulse or signal of

arbitrary shape G{t) is given by

H(t) = — C° T(iu)S(ia>)e
iat

dw, (2.03)

where S(iu) is the frequency spectrum of the applied pulse and is given

by

S(iu) = [ G{t)e~
i0" dt. (2.04)

J— oo

In the case of a symmetrical pulse S(ia>) is a real function.

In view of (1.01), expression (2.03) may also be written

H(t) = - [ A(o))S{u) cos [ut - ^(co)] da, (2.05)
K Jo

where the relations A (-co) = A(a), S(— co) = S(u>), ^{— u>) = — \f/(co)

have been used, and it is assumed that S(iu) = S(u) is a real function,

as for a symmetrical pulse.

In most pulse transmission systems, the applied pulses can be ap-

proximated by short rectangular pulses. Rectangular pulses of unit

amplitude and duration 5 have a frequency spectrum

S(w) = 5
si»1^2. (2.06)

(1)5/2

The same pulse transmission characteristic as when an impulse is

applied is obtained with a rectangular pulse if A(u>) is modified by the

factor (w5/2)/sin («5/2). In the following it will be assumed that the

applied pulses are of sufficiently short duration to be regarded as im-
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Fig. 5 — Transfer of reference frequency from w = to o> = co r .

pulses or that otherwise the above modification is applied, in which

case

P(t) = - f A(a) cos M - *(»)] &b. (2.07)

In the latter equation .4(oj) can also be regarded as the frequency

spectrum of a pulse applied to a transmission system having a constant

amplitude characteristic and a phase characteristic ^(«) over the band

of the pulse spectum.

Equation (2.07) applies to any type of transmission-frequency char-

acteristic and is convenient in this form for low-pass characteristics. For

band-pass characteristics as shown in Fig. 5 however, it is convenient

from the standpoint of general analysis as well as for numerical evalua-

tion to use a reference frequency wr within the tranmsission band, that

is, to employ the transformation w = co r + u du = du.

With the notation

a(u) = A(b>) = A(ll + Mr),

¥(u) = iKco) - >PM = ^(«) - Tpr

(2.08)
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equation (2.07) can be written:

P(t) = COS (C0rt - +r)[R-(0 + fl+(01

+ Sill (C0r i - fr)[Q-(l) ~ Q+(t)].

7?_ = -
/ a(— w) cos [id + *(- it)] dw,

* °

(2.10)

7?+ = _ / a(w) cos [w< — ¥(«)] rft*f

T Jo

Q_ = - / a( — w) sin [wi + *( — w)] dw, and

*
;°

(2.11)

Q+ = - I a(u) sin [ud - *(«)] dw.
7T Jo

The envelope P(<) of the impulse transmission characteristic is given

by

P(t) = [(R- + R +f + (Q- - Q+f]
m

. (2.12)

Comparison of (2.09) with (2.07) shows that R- and R+ can be identi-

fied with the impulse characteristics of low-pass systems having the

same frequency characteristics as the bandpass system below and above

co r . The impulse characteristics Q- and Q+ which arise from asymmetry

in the transmission characteristic with respect to wr are not present in

low-pass systems, since by definition the amplitude characteristic has

even symmetry and the phase characteristic odd symmetry with respect

to zero frequency.

The first and second components of (2.09) are referred to as the in-

phase and quadrature components of the impulse characteristic of

band-pass systems.
3 The transmission-frequency characteristic may cor-

respondingly be regarded as made up of a component with even sym-

metry and another component with odd symmetry about cor , as indicated

in Fig. 6. These two components, together with the in-phase and quadra-

ture components, will depend on the choice of cor . However, P(t) as given

by (2.09) and the envelope as given by (2.12), will remain the same, since

a single impulse characteristic is associated with a given transmission-

frequency characteristic.

With the customary pulse transmission methods, the reference fre-

quency cor may be identified with a modulating or carrier frequency,

which has a special significance when the envelope of a sequence of

received pulses is considered. Although for a single pulse the envelope
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is always the same, for a sequence of pulses the resultant envelope of the

received pulse train will depend on the in-phase and quadrature com-

ponents.
4 The reason for this is that one has even and the other odd

symmetry about the peak amplitude of the envelope for a single pulse,

when the phase characteristic is linear.

In order to compare the transmission performance as the reference or

carrier frequency is changed, it is necessary to determine the in-phase

and quadrature components for each carrier frequency under considera-

FREQUENCY.O;

Fig. 6 — Decomposition of amplitude characteristic di asymmetrical with
respect to u> r into a component ($2 of even symmetry and a component CE3 of odd
symmetry about oi T . When the phase shift is linear, ($1 = CE2 + GL3 .

tion. One method is to evaluate integrals (2.10) and (2.11) for each

carrie frequency, which may be facilitated by resolving the transmis-

sion-frequency characteristic into symmetrical and anti-symmetrical

components as indicated in Fig. 6. This, however, is a rather elaborate

procedure which can be avoided with the aid of a simple translation

from one reference or carrier frequency to another, as shown below,

provided the in-phase and quadrature components or the envelope has

been determined for one reference frequency.

Equation (2.09) may also be written, with <p = <p{t) :

P(t) = cosM - lfv - <p) P(t),

= cos(co r£
—

yf/r) cos <p P(t) + sin(co^ —
\f/r) sin <p P{t).

(2.13)
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Comparison of (2.13) with (2.09) shows that:

R-. + R+ = cos <p P(t),

(2.14)

Q. - Q+ = sin <p P(l),

tan <p = (Q_ - Q+)/(fl- + R+). (2.15)

To find the corresponding components when co r is changed to «/,

equation (2.13) may he written

P(0 = GOB[«/< - -A/ - («/ - «r)< + (*/ ~ *r) - ¥>] P(0

= oob(m/I - #/ - *>') P(0, (2-16)

where y>' = <p'(t) is given by:

p' = tp + (Wr' - a r)t ~ (*/ " *r),
, N
(2.17)

= {0 + aut — ^„

.

Thus, when the reference frequency is changed by «„ and its phase by

yf/v , the corresponding in-phase and quadrature components become:

RJ + R+ = cos fa + Uu t - $„) P(t), and
(2.18)

QJ - Q+' = sin fa + Wtf* - ^) P(t)

To summarize, when the in-phase and quadrature components have

been determined for any reference frequency co r from (2.10) and (2.11),

and the envelope P together with the function <p from (2.12) and (2.14),

the in-phase and quadrature components for another reference frequency

co/ can readily be determined with the aid of (2.18). In the particular

case where the amplitude characteristic has even and the phase charac-

teristic odd symmetry with respect to the midband frequency, the

quadrature component disappears with respect to the midband fre-

quency, so that tp = and (2.18) simplifies to

RJ + R+' = cos (u>yt - fv) P(t), and
(2.19)

QJ - Q+' = sin M -
fc,) P(t).

The above relations (2.18) and (2.19) facilitate comparison of trans-

mission performance as the reference or carrier frequency is changed, for

example the comparison of double with vestigial sideband transmission,

as illustrated in section 14.
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3. IDEALIZED CHARACTERISTICS WITH SHARP CUTOFF

In pulse transmission theory, particularly in dealing with transmission

capacity of idealized transmission systems, an ideal low-pass transmis-

sion frequency characteristic is ordinarily assumed, with constant ampli-

tude and delay in the transmission band together with an abrupt cutoff

at the top frequency and zero amplitude beyond, as shown in Fig. 7.

As is evident from Fig. 1, this type of characteristic is an abstraction

which cannot be physically realized since it will have phase distortion

and infinite transmission delay. It can, however, be approached with

sufficiently elaborate phase equalization.

For the above type of characteristic, A(u) = 1 between w = and

wi , while \p(u)) = cord , where rd is the transmission delay. With these

values in (2.07)

:

P(i\ = — sm COl/o

7T lillto

(3.01)

where to = t — t* is the time referred to the peak amplitude of the

received pulse.

The resultant pulse transmission characteristic is shown in Fig. 7,

with the factor Sui/ir omitted. The peak amplitude is attained after an

infinite time, since the above type of characteristic can be realized only

with Td —* °° • The impulse characteristic is zero when uit = ±nir, or

to — sfcn , ± 2n ,
• • • ± nr\ where

n = i. (3.02)

Impulses can thus be transmitted at the latter intervals without

(a)

AMPLITUDE AND PHASE
CHARACTERISTICS

(b)

IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

-to- +tt

_p(t)
_£!N£tgA

o to

FREQUENCY, CV

|«-7i-4«-7-i -4*-t\ -4*-?i -4«-7i -4*-t; -4»-7i -4*-7i -4*-^ -A*-t\ -A

Fig. 7 — Idealized low-pass characteristic with sharp complete cut-off.
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mutual interference between the peaks of the received pulses. This is a

basic theorem underlying the determination of the transmission capacity

of idealized systems.
3

For an idealized bandpass characteristic between coo and coi , it follows

from (2.09) with ¥(it) = ura and ¥(— u) = —ut* that the impulse

characteristic with respect to the midband frequency cor = com is

P(t) = 2 cos[«m< - M ?(*), (3-03)

where P(t) is given by (3.01) and fa = tym — umTd is the phase intercept

at zero frequency. For the transmission characteristic to be ideal in the

sense that the peak pulse amplitude occurs when to = t — tj = 0, it is

necessary that fa = ±?i7r, where n is an integer. This is not necessary

if the bandwidth is small in relation to the midband frequency. There

will then be a large number of cycles of the modulating frequency um
within the envelope P(l), and the latter can be recovered by envelope

detection regardless of the phase of the modulating frequency.

With
\f/

= ±nir,

D , A 2co s 5 sin co,/o /om\P{l) = cos wm/o —
,

(3.04)
7T CO., to

coi5 sin coi/o coo5 sin coofo

7T COi^o 7T COq^O

(3.05)

where com = (coo + coi)/2 and co„ = (coi — co )/2.

The shape of the impulse characteristic as given by (3.04) is illustrated

in the upper half of Fig. 8. Alternately the impulse characteristic may
be regarded as made up of two components in accordance with (3.05).

The first component corresponds to a low-pass characteristic of band-

width coi , the second component to a negative low-pass characteristic

of bandwidth co , as indicated in the lower part of the Fig. 8.

The factor sin co^o/Wo in (3.04) is zero at the same intervals as for a

low-pass characteristic of bandwidth co 8 , as shown in Fig. 8, so that

pulses may be transmitted at the same rate without mutual interference

between pulse peaks. The bandwidth in the present case, however, is

2co, = o»i — coo , so that for the same bandwidth the pulse transmission

rate is half as great as for a low-pass characteristic.

An exception to this is the particular case when coi = 2co , so that the

total bandwidth is co . The factor sin ci>o<o/Wo in (3.05) is then zero at

intervals r = l/2/o , while the factor sin (Oito/uiU is zero at intervals

l/2/i = l/4/o , as shown in Fig. 9. Pulses may accordingly in principle be
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AMPLITUDE VS
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

NVELOPE P(t)

SIN77"t /7;

77-toA

^

—n—4

(3) REPRESENTATION OF IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC AS
ENVELOPE MODULATED BY MIDBAND FREQUENCY

AMPLITUDE VS
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

' IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

I* 7b
— -4* 7b— -A* To -4* T *\

(b) REPRESENTATION OF AMPLITUDE VS FREQUENCY AND IMPULSE
CHARACTERISTICS, 3, AS THE SUM OF A POSITIVE LOW-PASS
CHARACTERISTIC, 1, AND A NEGATIVE LOW-PASS CHARACTERISTIC, 2

Fig. 8 — Idealized band-pass characteristics and corresponding impulse trans-

mission characteristics.
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transmitted without mutual interference at the same rate as for a low-

pass characteristic of bandwidth w , or at the same rate as with single

sideband transmission over a band-pass system of bandwidth to . More

generally, pulses can in principle be transmitted without mutual inter-

ference between pulse peaks at the same rate as for a low-pass character-

istic of bandwidth a>i — a>o = 2ws if wo is a multiple of coi — a>o . It should

be noted however, that this pulse transmission rate cannot actually be

realized since the phase characteristic will have infinite slope, so that

the transmission delay will be infinite. In addition, the zero frequency

phase intercept yj/o must be ±w-x, a condition which cannot be attained

or remain stable in view of the infinite slope of the phase characteristic.

With the envelope given by the factor sin a>sto/o)at in (3.04), the

in-phase and quadrature components for any reference frequency can

be determined with the aid of (2.19). If the lower band-edge is selected,

i.e. w r
= cou , then tou

= w, . With a linear phase characteristic
\f/„

= wrj
,

so that in (2.19) uyt — \f/y = wato . The in-phase and quadrature com-

ponents are accordingly obtained by multiplying the envelope by cos

costo and sin uJo , respectively.

As an alternate method, the two components can be obtained from

AMPLITUDE VS FREQUENCY
CHARACTERISTIC

MPULSE
CHARACTERISTIC

T = 7T/UJ = -L. TIME —*-

2

1

Fig. 9 — Special case of idealized hand-pass characteristic in which coi = 2«

d resultant impulse characteristic is zero at intervals r = tt .

2/o
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(2.09), which with R- = 0, Q_ = becomes:

P(t) = cos a>o*oft+(0 + sin Lo toQ+(t),

with

B,
5 H , A= —

I
cos ut au,

IT Jo

fab sin ubto 2£a>g . sin ws tQ— = cos o>sfo
—

IT COfcto IT Ws lo

5 r b

Q+ = - I sin w^o du,
TT JO

and

5o)& 1 — cos o>(,£o 25ws . . sin usto= sin ajjfo -—
IT lObto 7T CiiJo

(3.06)

(3.07)

(3.08)

where a>6 = 2a>s is the bandwidth. It will be noticed that R+ and Q+ are

obtained by multiplying the envelope by cos a,U and sin coeto in accord-

ance with (2.19).

(a)

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

(b)

IMPULSE CHARACTERISTICS

J<

COx-

Fig. 10 — Idealized transmission characteristic with gradual cut-off, 3, ob-

tained by superposition of characteristic with sharp cut-off, 1, and characteristic,

2, with odd symmetry about «i . Linear phase shift assumed.
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4. IDEALIZED CHARACTERISTICS WITH GRADUAL CUTOFF

The idealized transmission characteristics discussed above are of

principal interest in that they indicate the physical limitations on pulse

transmission rates for a given bandwidth. Even if these impulse char-

acteristics could be realized without undue difficulties from the stand-

point of phase equalization, they would be impracticable in most applica-

tions. Their oscillatory nature would entail the use of discrete pulse

positions and precise synchronized sampling at fixed intervals, and
would preclude certain methods of pulse modulation and detection.

The non-linearity in the phase characteristic as well as the oscillations

in the impulse characteristic can be reduced with a gradual rather than

a sharp cut-off, as illustrated in Fig. 10. It is assumed that an ideal

characteristic with a sharp cutoff is supplemented by an amplitude

characteristic Cti which has odd symmetry about the cutoff frequency

ui , i.e., fti (—u) = —cli («).

If the latter component alone is considered, and a linear phase charac-

teristic assumed, it follows from (2.09) with a>i = u r that the effect of

this component on the pulse transmission characteristic is given by

Pi(t) = -Qi sin wife, (4.01)

where U = t — r* and

25 f
Ul

Qi = - Gi(w) sin ui du. (4.02)
7T Jo

The function Pi(t) will be zero at the same points as the original pulse

transmission characteristic with a sharp cut-off at coi and under certain

conditions also at other points. It will modify the original impulse char-

acteristic by reducing the oscillatory tail, as illustrated in Fig. 10, but

the zero points remain unchanged.'

With the above modification, the resultant impulse characteristic ob-

tained by superposition of (3.01) and (4.02) becomes

s /

i

p
u I \

P(t) = - sin coilo I--2 I <3,i(u) sin utQ du
J

,

TV

= - sin taitoF(t),
7T

(4.03)

where

m = 2 / Gi(it) sin uU du . (4.04)
.'» •'o

In the following the expression for F(t) is given for the case when the
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band-edge is modified by a supplementary characteristic of the form

Cfci(w) = HI _ sin iru/2b)s) u < ux ,

(4.05)

= u > w a .

This form of Cli represents a close approximation to actual modifications

of band-edges by a gradual cutoff and also results in rather simple ex-

pressions for the modified impulse characteristic

With (4.05) in (4.04),

1 f
Uz

F(t) = - — / (1 — sin mi/2ux) sin uk du,

U Jo

1 [~1 — COS U)xto . COS 0)XU) _ COS Uxt

ta

X

L wx<o 7T + 2tt*fo 7T — 2ux t _

= w, cos ««*, |_^ + ^T2^ ^T^^oJ

'

1 COS OiJo

(4.06)

t 1 - (2mA/*)
1

'

The impulse characteristic obtained from (4.03) is

li( { \ _ ^Wl Sm Wl^ COS COx^O /^ Qy\

7T COifo 1 — (2wx<o/t)
2

For the particular case shown in Fig. 11 the value of ux is taken to be

w,/2.

For a symmetrical bandpass characteristic, as shown in Fig. 12,

P(t) = 2 cos (ujo - h) P(0- (4-08)

P(t) is obtained by replacing coi by ojs in (4.07), and fa is the phase

intercept at zero frequency as in connection with (3.03). This gives

_ . _ 8us sin ustg cos ujo
(4 09)1{,) "

tt «A 1 - (2<Wt) 2
'

For the particular case shown in Fig. 12, the value of co* is taken to be

oj,/2.

The in-phase and quadrature components with respect to any fre-

quency are obtained from (2.19) with fa = urd and are shown in Fig.

12 for the particular case in which the reference frequency is displaced

from the midband frequency by co„ = co a .
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5. IDEALIZED CHARACTERISTICS WITH NATURAL LINEAR PHASE SHIFT

With the type of amplitude characteristics discussed above it is

necessary to employ phase equalization to obtain a linear phase charac-

teristic. Furthermore, oscillations of appreciable amplitude remain in

the impulse characteristic. A virtually linear phase characteristic to-

gether with a reduction of these oscillations can be attained by a further

extension of the gradual cut-off in Fig. 10, such that ux = oi . An ampli-

tude characteristic of this type, together with the corresponding impulse

1.0

0.8
III

Q

3 0.6

0.

2
<

0.4

0.2

i

1

1

V 1\ 1\ 1\ 1

\l

I \
1 \
1 \
1 \

1

i

i

i

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

OJ/CUy

1.0

(a)

FREQUENCY
CHARACTERISTIC

1.2 1.6

Fig. 11 — Lo\v-])iiss characteristic with gradual cut-olT and associated impulse
characteristic. Linear phase characteristic assumed.
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U)m - U>s ^m ujm+Ws
FREQUENCY

O) FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

7, = 77/w5 = -j- TIME —

*

(b) IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 12 — Symmetrical band-pass characteristic with gradual cut-off and
associated impulse characteristic. In-phase and quadrature components shown
with respect to w r = «m — w, .

characteristic is shown in Fig. 13. The supplementary amplitude charac-

teristic and the impulse characteristic are obtained by making ux = wi

in (4.05) and 4.07).

The resultant amplitude characteristic between co = and w = 2«i

in this case becomes

AM = I 1 + COS
7TC0 |

2^J
= cos

2 7TW

4coi'

and the impulse characteristic:

^coi sin 2on2o
P{t) =

(5.01)

(5.02)
7T 2o>i<o[l - (2«i« /ir)a]

'

where wi is the bandwidth to the half-amplitude point on the trans-
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mission frequency characteristic and 2a>i the bandwidth to the point of

zero amplitude.

In Fig. 13 is also shown the amplitude characteristic given by (1.08),

which will have a linear phase characteristic in the transmission band,

i.e. from a> = to 2oji . Because of the close approximation of (5.01) to

the proper type of amplitude characteristic as regards phase linearity,

the phase characteristic associated with (5.01) may for practical purposes

be regarded as linear.

For a symmetrical band-pass characteristic as shown in Fig. 14, the

impulse characteristic is given by (4.08) and the envelope by (4.09)

with Wj. = co„ , or

poo - - s
sin 2coi/o

, n i I \«' (5 -03)

The in-phase and quadrature components shown in Fig. 14 with

(a)

IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC
(b)

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

-0.1

-1.25 -1.0 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25

5 0.4

2 iV

i V

1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00.25 0.50 0.75

Fig. 13 — Low-pass transmission frequency characteristic, 1, and associated
impulse characteristic, Frequency characteristic, 2. is same as shown by solid
lines in Fig. 3 and has a linear phase characteristic between to = and umax .
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cu r U>m FREQUENCY

(a) FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

TIME —*
(b) IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 14 — Symmetrical band-pass characteristic with linear phase shift and
corresponding impulse characteristic. In-phase and quadrature components
shown with respect to a r

= «„, — w„ .

respect to a reference frequency at the midpoint of the band-edge are

obtained from (2.19) with uy
= cj s . This gives P(t) cos uM for the in-

phase and P sin uJo for the quadrature component.

In Fig. 15 is shown a special case of a band-pass characteristic, which

corresponds to that illustrated in Fig. 9 with wi = 2w , shown for com-

parison by dashed lines in Fig. 15. In this particular case com = 3 w /2

and wr = b), = coo/2. With ^ = nr, equation (4.08) in conjunction with

(4.09) gives

r,,,^ Scoo . , /n v sin 2o>o/o — sin mln
Pw = o~ cos («A/2) —Tfi / t / \t\

(5.04)
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This expression is zero when sin 2co /o — sin co £o = 0, and also when
cos Wo/2 = 0. Zero points in the impulse characteristic will occur at

uniform intervals t = 7r/w = l/2/ . Pulses can accordingly be trans-

mitted at these intervals without mutual interference, or at the same
rate as for a low-pass characteristic with the bandwidth to the half-

amplitude point equal to oj . This is the same pulse transmission rate

as is possible in principle with an ideal band-pass characteristic as shown

BAND -PASS CHARACTERISTIC
/ SHOWN IN FIG.

9

O» Wm <yi=2 0>

FREQUENCY, CO —*

(a) AMPLITUDE VS FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

\ ^-ENVELOPE P(t)

^--_-"-"-,i^r,nr
TIME

i

(b) IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 15 — Particular case of hand-pass characteristic with gradual cut-off in

which impulse characteristic is zero at intervals 7-0=07-.
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by the dashed lines in Fig. 15. With a gradual cut-off, however, the phase

characteristic will be nearly linear and have a finite slope, so that the

above pulse transmission rate can be realized provided ^ = ±rar. The

same pulse transmission rate can also be attained with vestigial side-band

transmission, discussed in section 14.

Another particular case of interest is that shown in Fig. 16, inwhich

com = 2co, . In this case (4.08) becomes with
\f/

= ±nr and with P(t) as

o>m = 20>S

(a) FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

ENVELOPE P(t)
/

coswmtPlt)

—

-/

~ji-— r, = t/zfs

TIME —*
WITH PULSES TRANSMITTED AT POINTS I, 2, 3 THERE
IS NO MUTUAL INTERFERENCE BETWEEN PULSE PEAKS

(b) IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 16 — Particular case of symmetrical band-pass characteristic for which

I0n = 2w s .
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-
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FREQUENCY

Fig. 17 — Modification of frequencj' characteristic to obtain same response as

for impulses, when pulse duration is prolonged to half the pulse interval.

given by (5.03)

P(t) = -— cos wmU —-J- ,

sin 2o)m t

8o>n

7T

5co„

(5.05)

•7T 2umto[l — (C0„,/o/7r)
2
]

'

Pulses can in this case be transmitted without mutual interference be-

tween the pulse peaks at the points shown in the above figure. The
effective pulse transmission rate is the same as for a low-pass characteris-

tic between co = and co = 2oim with half amplitude at um .*

As mentioned in Section 2, when pulses of finite duration are employed,

the same response as for impulses is obtained if the amplitude charac-

teristic is modified by the factor (w5/2)/sin (co5/2). In Fig. 17 is shown

the resultant minor modification in the amplitude characteristic (5.01)

when the duration of the pulses is equal to half the pulse interval.

The low-pass and band-pass amplitude characteristics considered

above can also be regarded as the spectra of pulses applied to a trans-

mission system having a constant amplitude characteristic over the

* W. R. Bennett and C. B. Feldman originally proposed this type of charac-
teristic in an unpublished memorandum, as a means of matching the bandwidth
economy of baseband transmission without inclusion of frequencies near zero.
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band of the spectra. If the phase characteristic of the system is linear

over this band, the received pulses will have the same shape as the

impulse characteristics. It should be recognized, however, that there

may be appreciable phase distortion within the transmission band or

pulse spectrum, if there are amplitude discontinuities beyond the band

resulting from a sharp cut-off by niters. Nevertheless, the type of am-

plitude characteristic or frequency spectrum considered above has de-

cisive advantages from the standpoint of transmission distortion of the

pulses, as shown later, since appreciable phase distortion will ordinarily

be confined to the edges of the band where the frequency components

of the pulse spectrum have low amplitudes.

Another type of amplitude characteristic resembling that shown in

Fig. 13 and frequently considered in connection with pulse transmission

is a Gaussian characteristic:

A(a) = e-™\ (5.06)

The corresponding impulse characteristic is

P« = 2(^«-' "4'

.

(5 °7)

If it is assumed that the amplitude is reduced to 1 per cent of the peak

value after an interval t = 7r/coi , corresponding to the first zero point

of an ideal impulse characteristic, it is necessary that tQ /4<r = 4.6, or

ff = .54/<oi
2

. The corresponding amplitude and impulse characteristics

are

A(co) = e
-°-^>^\

(5.08)

and

P( t) = J^L e
-«-«(to°0\

(5.09)
0.837T

In Fig. 18 a comparison is made of the two frequency characteristics

(5.01) and (5.08) considered above, and of the corresponding impulse

characteristics (5.02) and (5.09V The comparison shows that for the

same pulse transmission rate and with negligible intersymbol inter-

ference, a somewhat wider band must be provided with a Gaussian

amplitude characteristic. This is a disadvantage, particularly when the

band is restricted within prescribed limits by considerations of inter-

ference in adjacent transmission bands, as radio pulse systems.
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rig. 18 — Comparison of two representative frequency and impulse transmis-
i characteristics. Frequency characteristic 1 : 7'(w) = £[1 + cos wu/2ui]. Fre-

Fi{

sion characteristics. IVrequ^.n.., wiaiauwiumvi. ± v«-

quency characteristic 2: T(u>) = exp — 0.54(w/<d i)
2

-

Amplitude characteristic 1 of Fig. 18 has certain properties, aside

from the linearity of the associated phase characteristic, which makes it

preferable to a Gaussian as well as other types of amplitude characteris-

tics for most pulse systems. The corresponding impulse characteristic

has zero points at intervals ri = l/2/i with the minimum possible oscilla-

tion consistent with this property for a given bandwidth. This permits

the use of this impulse characteristic for pulse systems with discrete

pulse positions with minimum intersymbol interference and considerable

tolerance on synchronization. Since the oscillation in the impulse char-

acteristic is inappreciable, it can also be used for pulse systems without

discrete pulse positions and with other methods of detection than syn-

chronized instantaneous sampling. In view of these attributes, an ampli-

tude characteristic of the above type, rather than a constant amplitude

characteristic with sharp cut -off, may be regarded as ideal when various

physical requirements for practicable pulse systems are taken into con-

sideration.
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6. PULSE ECHOES FROM PHASE DISTORTION

For any transmission— frequency characteristic the corresponding

impulse characteristics can be determined from the Fourier integral

relation (2.01). This, however, may involve the evaluation of compli-

cated integrals, which in general would require numerical integration

and would be a rather elaborate procedure. A preferable method of

sufficient accuracy in most engineering applications is to employ the

theoretical solutions given previously for various ideal transmission

characteristics with a linear phase shift as a point of departure or first

approximation. A satisfactory second approximation can in many

instances be secured by evaluating the transmission distortion resulting

from a sinusoidal deviation in the phase characteristic. Furthermore,

any type of deviation in the phase characteristic can in principle be

represented by a Fourier series in terms of harmonic sinusoidal devia-

tions.

Aside from the circumstance that hi many cases a sine deviation in

the phase characteristic affords a fairly satisfactory approximation to

actual phase distortion it has the advantage in theoretical formulation

that it permits determination of the resultant pulse distortion by the

method of "paired echoes." In the usual application of this method only

small phase deviations are considered resulting in a single pair of pulse

or signal echoes of small amplitude, and the method is then particularly

simple.
5 ' 6 When delay distortion is appreciable, however, as is fre-

quently the case in wire circuits, it becomes necessary to consider a

large number of pulse or signal echoes of considerable amplitude. Since

the amplitudes of the pulse echoes may be obtained from available tables

of Bessel Functions, the determination of the echoes is, nevertheless,

simple in procedure and the determination of the shape of the distorted

pulses or other signals not too elaborate.

A given amplitude characteristic within the transmission band may

be associated with various phase characteristics, depending on the shape

of the amplitude characteristic outside the transmission band and also

on whether or not a minimum phase shift system is involved. It is

therefore permissible to consider the effect of various departures from

a given phase characteristic independent of the amplitude characteristic

within the transmission band.

With a sinusoidal departure from a given phase characteristic ^ (w)

as shown in Fig. 19, the modified phase function becomes

\[/(u) = ^o(u) — b sin cor. (6.01)

With
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r (t«) = a (u>)
«-*•«

the modified transmission-frequency characteristic becomes

T(ia>) = T (iu) e
ib 6in UT

, (6.02)

which, inserted in (2.01) gives

1 f°° ...
71/A / rn / • \ „ib Bin wr.tuf 7

r*(0 = —
/

io(?o))e e c/co.

2t J— 00

(6.03)

The following relation (Jacobi's expansion) in which Ji , Ji • • • are

Bessel Functions in their usual notation can now be employed
7

= Mb) + Ji(b)[e
iaT ~ «~*1

+ Mb)[e
2iar + e**")

+ J3 (6)[e
3,

'

WT - e
-3H

4to)T 1 —4tur

(6.04)

+ J4 (6)[e
4

] +
Let Po(0 designate the shape of the received pulse or other signal for

a transmission frequency characteristic To(io)) obtained from (6.03) with

b = 0. In view of (6.04) the solution of (6.03) may then be written

P(t) = J (b)P (t) 4- MbftPoit + r) - P (t - r)]

+ JtQ>)[P*(t + 2t) + Po(* " 2r)]

+ J3(b)[Po(t + 3r) - Po(< - St)]

+ /4(&)[Po(/ + 4r) + PQ (t - 4r)l +

(6.05)

The shape of the received pulse or signal Pit) is thus obtained bj^

superposing an infinite sequence of pulses or signals of shape Po(t). The
peak amplitudes of the pulse or signal echoes and the times at which

they occur with respect to t = are given in the following table. The
reference point 11 — is arbritrarily selected to coincide with the peak

of the pulse P (t) :

Time —3 T -It T It 3t

Amplitude .... Jzib) J,(b) Mb) Mb) -/i(6) Mb) -Mb)

A sufficient number of echoes must be considered until their peak
amplitudes become negligible.

The superposition of echoes to obtain the resultant pulse is illustrated

in Fig. 20. Instead of plotting the various echoes and combining them
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into a resultant pulse or signal as in Fig. 20(c) the equivalent and less

laborious method shown in (d) can be employed. With the latter method

the pulse Po is plotted with reversed time scale and its peak made to

coincide with the point for which the amplitude of the resultant pulse P

is to be determined. The amplitude of P is determined as indicated in

the figure. In the particular case where the original phase characteristic

\f/
is linear, the pulses P (l) will be symmetrical with respect to their

peak amplitude, and this assumption will be made in the following

applications.

For amplitudes b « 1 , the Bessel Functions become negligible except

for Jo and Jx , which are given by J (b) ^ 1 and Ji(b) ^ b/2, so that

(6.05) becomes

Pit) = Po(0 + \ Po(t + r) \ PH - r). (6.0G)

yj{CJ) = OJTd - bsiN COT

FREQUENCY, UJ -^*-

(a) LOW-PASS CHARACTERISTIC

»f(U)=lJ7cJ-bSIN UT

(b) BANDPASS CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 19 — Low-pass and band-pass characteristics with sinusoidal phase dis-

tortion.
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For amplitudes b > 1, it is necessary to consider a greater number of

echoes, as will be evident from Table I for b = 1, 2, 5, 10 and 15 radians.

The preceding equations apply to low-pass characteristics and also

to symmetrical bandpass characteristics, as shown in Fig. 19. In the

latter case a(u) = G(-w) and ¥(-u) = -¥(«) in (2.10) and (2.11)

so that R+ = R- and Q+ = Q_ and (2.09) becomes

P(t) = cos M - Tpr) R(t), (6.07)

where R(l) = R+ + R- and co r = a>,„ = midband frequency. The en-

velope R(l) is accordingly obtained by replacing Po(t) in (G.05) by Ro(t),

the envelope in the absence of phase distortion.

In Fig. 21 is shown a particular case of a sine deviation in the phase

characteristic and the corresponding delay distortion, which approxi-

mates that encountered in many instances. For a low-pass system the

phase and delay distortion would be as shown for u > 0. In this particu-

JJ2_

AMPLITUDES OF PULSE ECHOES

Jo

±k
(a)

-ZT
-J,

P (t + 2r) P„(t+7-) P (t) P (t-r) P (t-2r)

J,P (t+27-)

„_-<" RESULTANT PULSE P(t)

-J,P (t-r)

+ Jg^H^"*-^^ —

2

J^_

-Ji
a_2 = o

(d)

Fin. 20 — Determination of resultant pulse by superposition of pulse echoes.
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Table I — Amplitudes of Echoes, Jn (b)

ft = l 2 5 10 15

n = 0.7652 0.2239 -0.1776 -0.2459 -0.0142

1 0.4401 0.5767 -0.3276 0.0434 0.2051

2 0.1149 0.3528 0.0466 0.2546 0.0416

3 0.0196 0.12S9 0.3648 0.0584 -0,1940

4 0.0340 0.3912 -0.2196 -0.1192

5 0.2611 -0.2341 0.1305

6 0.1310 -0.0145 0.2001

7 0.0534 0.2167 0.0345

8 0.0184 0.3179 -0.1740

9 0.0055 0.2919 -0.2200

10 0.2075 -0.0901

11 0.1231 0.1000

12 0.0634 0.2367

13 0.0290 0.2787

14 0.0120 0.2464

15 0.0045 0.1813

16 0.1162

17 0.0665

18 0.0346

19 0.0166

20 0.0073

lar case the maximum amplitude b is at the maximum frequency wmax
= 2coi , so that sin cor = 1, or wt = tt/2, for oi = 2o>i . Hence the interval

between pulse echoes is r = x/4coi = l/8/i . The interval t is accordingly

Y± the interval r\ = l/2/i required for the pulse P (l) to reach zero ampli-

tude in the absence of phase distortion.

PHASE
CHARACTERISTIC

- AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTIC

^'-brcos ur

Fig. 21 — Particular case of sinusoidal phase deviation.
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For the particular case illustrated in the above figure, the delay dis-

tortion is given by

d\f//dco = — br cos wt.

When to =

(6.08)d\f//dw = —br = — rfmax •

When COT = TCOmax = tt/2

d^/du = 0.

Hence

d^/do) = -rfmex cos (co7r/2coma3C ). (6.09)

With t = 7r/2comnx and br = dmnx. , the following relation is obtained

O — — Cdmax "max — Qjmax &max •

1?

(6.10)

In Fig. 22 are shown the positions of the pulse echoes for the above

case on a numerical scale t-jma% , together with their amplitudes for

6 = 5 radians. On this scale the interval between pulse echoes

t = 1/4/mnx is 3^. In the same figure is shown an assumed pulse shape in

the absence of phase distortion, which is the same as shown in Fig. 13,

except that the small tail has been neglected. The peak of the pulse is

taken at tjmax = —0.75, and the amplitude of the resultant pulse at the

1.00

ess/ 'ho.es

* 0.70 \TRANSMITTED pulse

00b^7\°

0-39 0.365

AMPLITUDES OF
0.39 ,' PULSE ECHOES

0.05
I

* 'max

Fig. 22 — Illustrative example of calculation of impulse characteristic shown
in Fig. 23, by method illustrated in Fig. 20(d).
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-O'MAX — c ^O'l

Fig. 23 — Impulse transmission characteristics with cosine variation in delay,

corresponding point obtained by the method illustrated in d of Fig. 20

P = 1-0.3G5 + 0.85 (0.39 + 0.05)

+ 0.5 (0.26 - 0.328) 4- 0.15 (0.131 - 0.178)

= 0.70.

In Fig. 23 are shown the resultant pulses obtained by the above method

for various values of b and the corresponding values of dmBlXfma* . Since

the interval between pulse echoes is small in relation to the duration of

the pulse P (0, as seen from Fig. 22, the individual pulse echoes cannot

be discerned in the resultant pulses shown in Fig. 23. It will be noticed

that as b increases, the pulses are received with decreasing transmission

delay, which is due to the choice of reference delay in the delay distor-

tion curve. That is, as dmax or 6 is increased, the delay becomes increas-
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ingly negative with respect to dnmK = used for reference. The curves

apply to a band-pass system as indicated in the figure, and also to a

low-pass system having the delay distortion shown above the midband

frequency of the band-pass system.

An improved approximation to phase distortion is sometimes obtained

by considering two sine deviations in the phase characteristic.

If the phase characteristic is given by

\J/(co) = iZ'u(co) — b' sin cot — b" sin wt', (6.11)

b =-0.0435 b

(a) PHASE DISTORTION

(b) DELAY DISTORTION

d max = 0.85 d

'

MAX

<
UJ
Q -0.2
u.
o
Ui
Q -0.4

_J

5 -0.6

<
LU

p -0.8
<
_i
ui
c -1.0

(c)
/7
//
//
it

\ \ 1

1

\ /

, N

\ \

\
\
\

s \ • >

//v^ •

^^T s
-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 24 — Shape of delay distortion with combined fundamental and third
harmonic cosine variation in delay.
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-3-2-1 1

tfMA X = 2tf(

Fig. 25 — Comparison of impulse characteristics with fundamental and com-

bined fundamental and third harmonic cosine variation in delay as in Fig. 24.

the combined effect of the two sine deviations is obtained by first deter-

mining the effect of -V sin cot' from (6.05). The value of P(t) = Pi(t)

thus obtained from (G.05) with b = b' and r = r is next substituted for

P (0 in (6.05), with b = b" and r = t" to evaluate the effect of -b"

sin cot". That is, the system is considered to consist of a tandem arrange-

ment of two components, the first with a phase distortion —b' sin cot

and the second with phase distortion — b" sin cor".

In Fig. 24 is shown a particular case in which the second component

is a triple harmonic of the first with amplitude b" = —0.04356'. This

results in an improved approximation to the delay distortion encountered

in certain wire facilities, where the band is sharply confined by filters.

In Fig. 25 is shown the pulse shape for this case with b' = 15 radians,

together with that for a single sine deviation of b = 15 radians.

It will be recognized from the above that as the number of sine com-
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ponents required to represent a given phase distortion increases, the

determination of the resultant pulse becomes rather laborious, unless

the sine deviations are all small in amplitude. In the latter case each

sine deviation corresponds in a first approximation to a single pair of

echoes, so that the effect of a number of sine deviations can be obtained

by direct superposition.

7. PULSE ECHOES FROM AMPLITUDE DISTORTION

Departures from a given amplitude characteristic majr in certain cases

be approximated by a single cosine variation, as illustrated in Fig. 26.

Since the amplitude characteristic is an even function of co, any departure

from a given amplitude characteristic may be represented by a cosine

Fourier series. The effect of a cosine variation in the amplitude charac-

teristic is therefore of basic interest.

A cosine variation will in general be accompanied by a change in the

phase characteristic, as discussed in Section 1, but it will first be assumed

that phase correction is employed to maintain a fixed phase characteris-

tic.

Let -Ao(w) be the original amplitude characteristic and let the modified

amplitude characteristic be of the form

A(u) = i4 (w)[l -f- a cos wt]. (7.01)

Equation (2.01) for the impulse transmission characteristic then be-

comes, with To(io») = ^ (co)e-
,Vo(u)

,

P(0 = ± £ Uio>) [l + | (e
iUT + <T

tW
)l

iui j
e aco,

(7.02)

= PoW + "
Pott + r) + £ Po(* -t).

(a) RATIO OF AMPLITUDE
CHARACTERISTICS (b) IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

o

< 1

A(o>)/A (a>) =i+acos a) r

FREQUENCY, CO *

h

—

t-—*4-*

—

t-— -H
—*-

Fig. 26 — Pulse echoes from cosine variation in amplitude characteristic with-
out change in phase characteristic.
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There will thus be pulse or signal echoes of amplitude a/2 at the time

t before and after the main pulse as illustrated in Fig. 26.

With a cosine variation in the attenuation rather than in the amplitude

characteristic, the modified amplitude characteristic becomes

A(«) = A (o») e
a cos ", (7.03)

and the modified impulse characteristic

P(t) = ~ T T (ita)e
ae'" UT

e
ial

du>. (7.04)
2w /—oo

The expansion corresponding to (6.04) is in this case:

e
aC0SWT = 7o(o) + h(a)(e

iaT + e~
iaT

)

+ h{o){e
iuT + <T

2,W
)

+ I3(a)(e
3<Br + «-*"), + ••• (7.05)

where h , h • • • are Bessel functions for imaginary arguments in their

usual notation.

The resultant modified impulse characteristic in this case becomes

P(t) = 7o(a)P (0 + Ii(a)[Po(t + r) + P (t ~ r))

+ L(a)[P (t + 2r) + Po(t - 2r)] (7.06)

4- h(a)[P (t + 3r) 4- P„(* - 3r)] + • •
•

which can be interpreted in a similar way as discussed for (6.05). For

small values of a, I (a) sfi 1, h (a) S o/2 and the remaining terms

in (7.06) negligible, so that (7.02) is obtained.

As discussed in Section 1, when the amplitude characteristic is modi-

fied in accordance with (7.01), the resultant modification in the phase

characteristic is in accordance with (1.13)

fc = 2 tan-J 8:" (™7 >
1 + rl cos cot

The modified transmission-frequency characteristic is in this case

T(ia) = r»(u*)(l + a cos wt>-* x

,
(7.08)

which can be transformed into

r(w) = To(ico) —i-;: (1 + re-*"*?,
1 + r-

= ToM ——; (1 + 2re + r e ).

1 + r-

(7.09)
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Thus, with a cosine variation in the amplitude characteristic in ac-

cordance with (7.01), accompanied by a minimum phase shift change in

the phase characteristic in accordance with (7.07), the modified impulse

characteristic becomes

P(l) = _L_ [P (t) + 2rP (t - r) + r~P (t - 2r)], (7.10)
1 + r-

where

r = - [i - vt=^]. (7.11)

The received pulse or signal P(t) Anil thus consist of three components

each having the same shape as the pulse or signal Po(t), but differing in

amplitude and displaced in time, as indicated in Fig. 27.

For small values of the amplitude a of the cosine deviation, r = a/2

and 1 + r
a = 1, so that

P(t) = Po(t) + aPo(t r) + j Po(t - 2r). (7.11)

The solution for a somewhat similar case given elsewhere, has an

infinite number of echoes, with the second echo given by a P (t — 2r)

rather than (a/A)Po(t — 2r) as above. In the case referred to, the ampli-

tude deviation is in a first approximation a cos wt, but there are addi-

tional terms in cos 2cot, cos 3ojt etc, which are responsible for the different

amplitude of the second echo and for the infinite sequence of echoes.

With a cosine modification in the attenuation characteristic as given

by (7.03), there will be a corresponding sine modification in the phase

characteristic in accordance with (1.11). The modified transmission-

51-

(a) RATIO OF AMPLITUDE
CHARACTERISTICS

\A(o;)/Ao«u)
= i + a cos wt

(b) IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

!TF2
p° (t)

^aPo(t-r) ^Po(t-ar)

FREQUENCY, CU —»•

—7 p^t r »j

a«i, r = -a/2

Fig. 27 — Pulse echoes from cosine variation in amplitude characteristic with
associated minimum phase shift variation in phase characteristic.
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frequency characteristic is in this case

T(iio) = T (ia>)e
a{co5aT-iBinuT

\

•1\ ' 3!

-.. -
i

O, -2ia)r I
Q> „-3iur ,

(7.12)

= To(l"a>)

The modified impulse characteristics is in this case

P(t) - Po(t) + aP (t - t) + 1 P„(j - 2r)

+ | P (« - 3r) +
(7.13)

For small values of a both (7.11) and (7.13) give for the modification

in the impulse characteristic resulting from a small cosine deviation in

the amplitude or attenuation characteristics accompanied by changes

in the phase characteristic:

P(t) = Po(0 + a P (t - r). (7.14)

In certain applications it is convenient to regard P (t) as a pulse or

signal applied to a transmission line and P(t) as the received pulse or

signal with a cosine deviation in the amplitude characteristic of the

transmission line.

In the lower part of Fig. 28 is shown the modification in the received

pulses resulting from a slow pronounced cosine deviation in the ampli-

tude characteristic shown at the top. In Fig. 29 is shown the effect of

positive and negative cosine variations when the amplitude at zero fre-

quency is held constant, a condition which may be approximated in wire

systems as a result of variation in attenuation over the transmission

band with temperature. Curve 1 would correspond to a 3.5 db smaller

loss at the maximum frequency 2wx than at zero frequency, and curve 2

to a G db greater loss at the maximum frequency. It will be noticed that

pulse distortion as well as the variation in the peak amplitude of the

pulses is greater under the first condition, i.e. curve 1. Pulse overlaps can

in both cases be avoided by a moderate increase in pulse spacing, and

in the first case can be substantially reduced also by a decrease in pulse

spacing.

8. FINE STRUCTURE i
IMPERFECTIONS IN TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

As a result of imperfections in the transmission medium and in equali-

zation there may be fine structure departures from a nominal transmis-

sion characteristic, as illustrated in Fig. 30. They are often caused by
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5 0.5

a/a =

T- 77/4 OJ,

A^

^A ^
W, 2&>,

FREQUENCY

Q. 1.0

5
<

R 0.8 -

Z 0.6

0. PULSE CORRESPONDING TO A
1. FIRST PULSE ECHO

/ S. 2. SECOND PULSE ECHO

3/ \ 3. RESULTANT PULSE FOR
/ \ FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC A

/ \

1/ ' \\
/ / ..._-._ \ \

// y '

i

"\ \

/ / \\\
/ 2 \ NV

„«-•'
: ^^r-~^=*—

—

TIME »-

m.7^44*Ti/4>I

I- *«*- ^
Fig. 28 — Modification of impulses characteristic by slow cosine variation in

amplitude characteristic.

echoes in very long lines resulting from impedance mismatches. Fine

structure deviations from a specified amplitude characteristic may in

principle be represented by a cosine Fourier series, since the amplitude

function is an even function of co. Thus, if the specified amplitude char-

acteristic is A (o>), the actual amplitude characteristic A(co) may be

represented by an infinite cosine Fourier series as:

A(u) = A (co)[l + ai cos cor + a? cos 2cot + • • • + am cos mwr + • • •].

(8.01)
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The coefficients ai , a2 • • am • • are determined in the usual manner

by Fourier series analysis to represent the function

A(«)M -
Aoifa)

= 1 4- q-(w) (8.02)

over the frequency band. If A (co) closely approaches A(w) the fine

-o^l

**
\
X

(a) ratio A(cj)/A (cy)

NUMERALS ON CURVES CORRESPOND TO
THOSE ON IMPULSE CHARACTERISTICS BELOW

FREQUENCY

Fig. 29 — Effect of slow cosine variation in amplitude characteristic when
amplitude at zero frequency is held constant.
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structure departures a(io) in the transmission characteristic and hence

the coefficients ai , a 2 • a m • • • will be small.

In the above representation A (co) can also be regarded as the ampli-

tude characteristic of a terminal network or as the frequency spectrum

of a pulse applied to a transmission system with an amplitude charac-

teristic /(w) = 1 + <x(co).

In a Fourier series analysis of the deviation in the amplitude charac-

teristic, the fundamental period of the amplitude variation would be

selected so that there is one complete cycle between — coi and coi , the

cutoff frequency, in which case wit = w or

This is the interval between pulse echoes when the amplitude charac-

teristic is represented by (8.01). It is identical with the interval n given

by (3.02) at which pulses can be transmitted without mutual interfer-

ence with a constant amplitude transmission frequency characteristic.

A/A = i + gs(o>)

A = NOMINAL OR IDEAL
CHARACTERISTIC

A = ACTUAL CHARACTERISTIC

FREQUENCY «Wx

O) TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

.-P = NOMINAL OR IDEAL
IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

-P = ACTUAL IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC

AP= P-P -

(b) IMPULSE TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTIC

Fig. 30 — Fine structure imperfections in transmission frequency characteristic

and resultant prolongation of impulse characteristic.
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Assume that pulses of unit peak amplitude but varying polarity are

transmitted at intervals r = n and consider the interference with a

given pulse from all pulses. As illustrated in Fig. 31, the first preceding

and following pulses will in accordance with (7.02) give rise to a pulse

echo ±ai/2 and the second preceding and following pulses to a pulse

echo ±a2/2 etc., where the signs of the echoes depend on the polarity

of the pulses and on the signs of the coefficients a\ , a2 . The resultant

intersymbol interference Ua (t) will depend on the polarity of the various

PULSE ECHOES FROM INDIVIDUAL PULSES

a,/2l

a 2/2*

PULSE
ECHOES

3,72^/2 Vz

a 274
jf-gg/g

W*

f-a2/z

fa 3/2

J-a3/2 -a 3/2|

a4/2|fa4/2

RESULTANT PULSE TRAIN AND INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE

a, a, a2 a2 £3 a 3 a4 a4 _
Ua - T + T + 1

---
r

- T + T + — +-2--a 1+ a 4

Fig. 31 — Combination of pulse echoes into intersymbol interference for a
particular case.
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pulses and will thus vary with time. It can have any value assumed by

the expression

UM) = ±5±5±*±|... ±|±| + ... (8.03)

The maximum possible intersymbol interference Anil thus be the sum
of the absolute values of the coefficients am .

Ua = |
oi

I + |
aa | + |

o8 1
+ • • • + |

am | -f • • • (8.04)

In certain pulse systems, such as PAM time division systems, rms

intersymbol interference is of main importance, while in others, such as

PCM or telegraph systems, peak intersymbol interference is of principal

interest. If the fine structure imperfections are regarded as of random

nature, in the sense that they are not predictable and vary between

systems having the same nominal transmission characteristics, peak

intersymbol interference can be estimated from rms interference by

applying a peak factor of about 4. With random variation in the ampli-

tude of intersymbol interference, the probability of exceeding 4 times

the rms value is in accordance with the normal law about 5 X 10"
. Peaks

in excess of 4 times the rms value will thus be so rare that they can for

practical purposes be neglected.

The rms intersymbol interference is equal to the root mean square

of all the different values which can be assumed by expression (8.03).

This turns out to be equal to the root sum square of the amplitudes

am/2 and —am/2 of the pulse echoes, or

Ua = ?(fJ + ?(^')T=(5?°"
!

)"- (805)

When am are the various coefficients in the Fourier representation of

a(co) over the frequency band from — a>i to coi , the following relation

holds.

\ Z aj = -- f ' a\o>) do, = 1 P a
2
(co) da> (8.06)

2 l 2c0i J-ui d>l Jo

where a(o>) in the present case is given by (8.02) and represents the

departure in the ratio A (o))/A (u) from unity.

With (8.06) in (8.05) the following expression is obtained for rms

intersymbol interference due to amplitude deviations a(a>) not accom-

panied by phase deviations

Ua = a (8.07)
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where a is the rms deviation in a(w) over the transmission band as

given by

11/2

a = — / a
2
(co) du

\_ui Jo J
(8.08)

The rms amplitude deviation expressed in db is

a' = 20 logio(l + Q)

S 8.69 a when a < 0.1 (8.09)

A corresponding analysis can be made for fine structure imperfections

in the phase characteristic. The deviation j8(to) = ^(w) — ^o(cd) from a

prescribed phase characteristic ^o(w) may in this case be represented by

a sine Fourier series since the phase characteristic is an odd function of

w:

/3(w) = 61 sin ojt + &2 sin 2cor +•••+&», sin mur +
(8.10)

»-G$

The resultant peak intersymbol interference becomes

C* =
I
bt

I + I
62 1 + • • • +

I
K

I
+ • • • (8.11)

and the rms intersymbol interference

-11/2

n
2 = b, (8.12)

where 6 is the rms phase deviation in radians as given by

b = \- fV(«)<fe>"T,
L^i Jo J

In the above derivation, the amplitude and phase deviations were

assumed independent of each other. The resultant rms intersymbol

interference from both is in this case

U = (Uj +m 12 = («
2 + &

2

)

1/2
- (8-14)

This relationship, applying to an ideal transmission characteristic, has

been established by a different method in a paper by W. R. Bennett.

(8.13)
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From (7.05) it will be seen that with minimum phase shift relation-

ships a small cosine deviation of amplitude am in the amplitude charac-

teristic will be accompanied by a phase deviation bm = am . Hence in this

case (8.14) gives

U = 2
1/2

a (8.15)

This also follows when it is considered that in this case all the pulse

echoes occur after the main pulse, and have amplitudes oi , a* ••• o»

.

The root sum square of the amplitudes is in this case [X" «m
2

]

1/2

> which

is greater than U„ as given by (8.05) by the factor 2
,/2

.

The above analysis was based on an infinite sequence of pulse echoes,

which combine to give the proper pulse distortion but may be regarded

as fictitious in nature. The assumption of an infinite sequence of pulse

echoes can be avoided by a different method of analysis outlined below,

which does not involve the assumption that the coefficients are known

from a Fourier series analysis, and furthermore, does not assume an

ideal amplitude characteristic with a sharp cut-off as above.

Let Ac
-

'* and Aoe
-**

designate two transmission— frequency charac-

teristics, where A, A
, ^ and ^ are functions of w, which for con-

venience is omitted in the following. The squared absolute value of the

difference in the transmission frequency characteristics is then

|
A e

_<
* - Aoe"'*

1

2 = A„
2
[2(l - cos 0) (! + «) + a

2

], (8.16)

where a = a(o>) = (A — Ao)/A represents the deviation in the ratio

of the amplitude characteristics from unity and = (3(lo) = $ —
\f/o the

deviation in the phase characteristic.

Let P and Po designate the impulse characteristics corresponding to

the above transmission frequency characteristics, and let AP = P — P .

Assume that unit impulses of varying polarity are transmitted at uni-

form intervals n . The rms value of AP over the interval n in relation to

the maximum amplitude P(0) of the received pulses, or the rms inter-

symbol interference U, is then given by

„, (8.17)

= ttL \— f A*Ml - cosM 1 + ) + «} dal
2

-

P(0) [_1TT 1 Jo J

For small values of a and /?, this expression becomes
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If a and j8 are random variables representing fine structure deviations

uniformly distributed over the transmission band, it is permissible to

simplify (8.18) to:

U = „
(J-)

1
'*

(a
2 + &

2

)

1 ' 2

,
(8.19)

where

* = .T(0)H Aorf")' (8/20)

a = (
— / o*d») ,

and (8.21)
\Cdmax Jo /

/ 1 ,-^ax \l/2

b = (J-
f3

2
dc* ) ,

(8.22)
\Wmax JO /

where airaax is defined as in Fig. 30 and wa is the bandwidth at the half

amplitude point.

For a transmission characteristic with linear phase shift, aside from

small random imperfections as considered here:

P(0) =i P" A dco. (8.23)
T Jo

For the particular case of a transmission characteristic with constant

amplitude between co = and o>i = umax , t\ = 1 . Pulses would in this

case be transmitted at intervals n = t/coi so that it/coiti = 1 and (8.19)

is identical with (8.14).

For a transmission characteristic of the type shown in Fig. 13, pulses

would also be transmitted at intervals n = tt/ui so that Tr/com = 1.

In this case wmax = 2coi , and evaluation of (8.20) gives 17 = 3
1/2
/2 =

0.866. Rms intersymbol interference is thus reduced by the factor 0.866,

for the same values of a and b. However, these are now the rms devia-

tions taken over a band which is twice as great as with a sharp cut-off

at a>i .

Expressions (8.14) and (8.19) can also be applied to localized imper-

fections in the amplitude and phase characteristics confined to a narrow

portion of the transmission band. This follows when it is considered

that such deviations can be represented by Fourier series containing a

large number of coefficients, so that the resultant intersymbol inter-

ference can attain a great number of different values depending on the

sequence of transmitted pulses. A particular case of a localized imperfec-

tion in the amplitude characteristic in the form of a low-frequency cut-off

is considered in the following section.
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9. TRANSMISSION DISTORTION BY LOW FREQUENCY CUT-OFF

A low-frequency cut-off in the transmission frequency characteristic

of wire systems is unavoidable with transformers as employed for in-

creased transmission efficiency or other reasons. In single sideband

frequency division systems, there is a low-frequency cut-off in individual

channels caused by elimination of the carrier and part of the desired

sideband. The effect of a low-frequency cut-off can be avoided by em-

ploying a symmetrical band-pass characteristic as illustrated in Fig. 16,

or more generally by double sideband transmission with a two-fold in-

crease in bandwidth as compared to a low-pass system. It can also be

overcome by vestigial sideband transmission with inappreciable band-

width penalty, but with complications in terminal instrumentation. The

effect of a low-frequency cut-off can, furthermore, be reduced without

frequency translation as involved in double or vestigial sideband trans-

mission, by certain methods of shaping or transmission of pulses, as

discussed in the following, and by certain methods of compensation at

the receiving end or at points of pulse regeneration not considered here.

The nature of the pulse distortion resulting from a low-frequency cut-

off is illustrated in Fig. 32. If the phase characteristic is assumed linear,

the amplitude characteristic may be regarded as made up of two com-

ponents, in accordance with the following identity:

A(«) = A (o>) + [A

(

w) - A.(«)], (9.01)

where A (u) is the amplitude characteristic without a low-frequency

cut-off and [A (o>) — A (a;)] a supplementary characteristic of negative

amplitude, as indicated in Fig. 32.

The impulse characteristic may correspondingly be written

P(t) = P (t) + [P(t) - P (t)}. (9.02)

If the cut-off is confined to rather low frequencies, the impulse charac-

teristic AP(l) = P(t) — Po(l) will extend over time intervals substan-

tially longer than the duration of Po(t) or the interval at which pulses

are transmitted. The total area under the resultant pulse is always

zero.

"When a sufficiently long sequence of pulses of one polarity is trans-

mitted, the cumulative effect of the pulse overlaps resulting from the

modification P(t) — Po(t) in the impulse characteristic will be a dis-

placement of the received pulse train, as illustrated in Fig. 33 for various

intervals between the pulses. This apparent displacement of the zero

line, often referred to as "zero wander," will reduce the margin for dis-
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tinction between the presence and absence of pulses in a random pulse

train. In the particular case when pulses are transmitted at the minimum

interval n = l/2/i possible without intersymbol interference in the ab-

sence of a low-frequency cut-off, the pulse train will ultimately vanish

when an infinite sequence of pulses of one polarity is transmitted, as

illustrated for the last case in Fig. 33.

The number of pulses of one polarity, or nearly all of the same po-

larity, which can be transmitted before the limiting condition illustrated

in Fig. 33 is approached depends on the extent of the low-frequency

cut-off. If the low-frequency cut-off is inappreciable, this number may
be sufficiently great so that the probability of encountering such a

sequence in a random pulse train and resultant errors in reception may
be so small that it can be disregarded. The requirement of the low-

frequency cut-off which is necessary to this end is evaluated below for

pulses transmitted at intervals t\ = 1/2/j

.

__ A = TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY^ CHARACTERISTIC WITHOUT
LOW-FREQUENCY CUTOFF

T

/A-A r

/

FREQUENCY

P = IMPULSE CHARACTERISTIC
WITHOUT LOW-FREQUENCY

CUTOFF

TIME
7—I—-

P-R = LOW-FREQUENCY CUTOFF
COMPONENT

Fig. 32 — Separation of low-frequency cut-off componente A-Ao and P-Po in

transmission frequency and impulse characteristics.
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PULSE TRAIN ENVELOPE ZERO LINE WITH LOW-FREQUENCY CUTOFF

ZERO LINE WITHOUT LOW-FREQUENCY CUTOFF

v x X y

H*=jf
'b JL_

PULSE TRAIN ENVELOPE AND ZERO LINE
WITH LOW- FREQUENCY CUTOFF

/ V / \ / \ /\/\ /

i \ I \l \l \ I \ /

( > X X X XA A A A /\ „- ZERO LINE WITHOUT
LOW-FREQUENCY CUTOFF

Fig. 33 — Effect of low-frequency cut-off on recurrent pulses as pulse interval
is decreased.

If it is assumed that positive and negative impulses are applied at

random to the transmission systems at intervals t\ , the rms intersymbol

interference resulting from a low-frequency cut-off can be evaluated by
essentially the same method as employed in Section 8 for fine structure

imperfections in the transmission characteristic, provided co is much
smaller than coi . On this basis, rms intersymbol interference in relation

to the peak amplitude Po(0) of the pulses in the absence of a low-fre-

quency cut-off becomes:

For a transmission characteristic with linear phase shift

Po(0) -17 AM du>.
K Jo

(9.03)

(9.04)

(9.05)
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For the particular case of sharp cut-offs at « and coi

A (oi) = 1 < CO < COl ,

A(u) — A («) = —1 < co < co ,
and

P (0) = ui/ir t\ = tt/coi
,

and

(\l/2 / \l/2

^-°) -(2!) . (9.06)
T2 / \C0i/

It will be noticed that the same result is obtained from (8.07) with the

amplitude deviation a = \A(u) - A (u))] = -1 between and co .

In actual systems, the low-frequency cut-off will be gradual between

co = and co ,
rather than abrupt as assumed above. With a linear

variation in the amplitude characteristic between and co ,
A(w) —

A (w) = (-1 + co/co )Ao(0) and U = (co /3coi)
1/2

.

If a sufficient number of pulses of one polarity is transmitted in suc-

cession at intervals t\ = l/2/i the received pulses will as noted before in

the limit be reduced to zero amplitude by the low-frequency cut-off.

The maximum pulse distortion resulting from pulse overlaps when a

train of pulses as transmitted is thus equal and opposite to the amplitude

Po(0) of the received pulses in the absence of a low-frequency cut-off, so

that peak intersymbol interference U = -1. If rms intersymbol inter-

ference is held at one-quarter the peak value, i.e., U = 0.25, the prob-

ability of encountering the maximum tolerable intersymbol interference

and resultant errors in reception is low enough to be disregarded. On this

basis the ratio co /coi would in accordance with (9.06) have to be less than

0.0625. Actually a substantially smaller ratio would be required because

of intersymbol interference from other imperfections in the transmission

characteristic and noise. Furthermore, a low-frequency cut-off will

be accompanied by phase distortion at the low end of the transmission

band, disregarded in the above evaluation. The requirements imposed

on the low-frequency cut-off will thus be rather severe for a pulse

system as assumed above in which random sequences of pulses are

transmitted at intervals n = l/2/i . Two pulse amplitudes were as-

sumed above, and with a greater number of amplitudes the require-

ments would be more severe.

From Fig. 33 it is evident that the effect of a low-frequency cut-off

on a received pulse train can be reduced by transmitting pulses at longer

intervals than r\ = l/2/i considered above. For example, with a two-fold
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increase in the pulse interval, as represented by the second case in Fig.

33, the maximum displacement of the zero line would be half the peak

amplitude of the pulses. There would then be a 50 per cent reduction in

the margin for distinction between the presence and absence of a pulse

in a random pulse train, rather than a complete elimination of the margin

for an infinite train of pulses of the same polarity transmitted at intervals

r\ = 1/2/j . This improvement would be achieved at the expense of a

two-fold increase in bandwidth for a given pulse transmission rate. A
further improvement, for the same two-fold increase in bandwidth, can

be achieved by "dipulse" transmission, as discussed below.

In dipulse transmission a positive pulse followed by a negative pulse

in the next pulse position would be transmitted to indicate "on," and
a negative pulse followed by a positive pulse to indicate ''off," as indi-

cated in Fig. 34. There will then be a substantial reduction in the pulse

(a) PULSE TRAIN WITH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE IMPULSES

(b) PULSE TRAIN WITH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DIPULSES

(C) PULSE TRAIN (a) REVERSED AND DELAYED BY ONE PULSE INTERVAL

10 11

u-i—r
i

i

i i

(d) DICODE TRANSMISSION (a) + (C)

THE PULSES AND ZEROS IN THE RECEIVED PULSE TRAIN (d ) HAVE THE
FOLLOWING RELATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL PULSES (a)

1. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PULSES IN (<jj REPRESENT CORRESPONDING
PULSES IN (a)

2. POINTS ON PULSE TRAIN IN fd) REPRESENT A REPETITION OF PREVIOUS
PULSE, AS INDICATED BY DASHED LINES

Fig. 34 — Dipulse and dicode pulse transmission methods.

TIME
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overlaps resulting from a low-frequency cut-off, as illustrated in Fig.

35, and in peak intersymbol interference.

If AP(0 = P(t) — Po(t) is the modification in the impulse characteris-

tic shown in Fig. 32, the modification in the dipulse transmission charac-

teristic resulting from a low-frequency cut-off becomes

A 1P(t) = AP(t) - AP(t - ri), (9.07)

where ti is the interval between the positive and negative dipulse com-

ponents.

The difference given by (9.07) represents the differential in the curve

P(l) — P (0 shown in Fig. 32 over an interval r\ . It can be shown that

the maximum cumulative effect or peak intersymbol interference for a

long pulse train is represented by the sum of the differentials given by

(9.07) and is approximately equal to

tfSAP(n) = P(ti) - Po(ri). (9.08)

As an example, if the shape of A — A in Fig. 32 were about the same

as that of A , AP(0 would have the same shape as P (t) but would be

lower in peak amplitude by the factor f /fi and would have the time

scale increased by the factor /i// . Peak intersymbol interference as

H~~ — —-_ AP(t)
V| AP(t)-AP(t-7i) — -— --

APtt-T?;

Fig. 35 — Low-frequency cut-off effects AP(t) and &P(l — n) for positive and
negative pulses and resultant effect AiP(t) = AP(l) - AP(t - n) for a dipulse.
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obtained from (9.08) would then be about U = / //i and thus in the

order of 10 per cent of the peak pulse amplitude for/ //i = 0.10.

The bandwidth penalty incurred in dipulse transmission can be

avoided by transmitting two identical pulse trains, one of which is de-

layed by one pulse interval and reversed in polarity with respect to the

other.* The combined pulse train will then be as indicated in Fig. 34,

and one or the other of the two original component pulse trains can be

restored at the receiving end by suitable conversion equipment. In the

combined pulse train, a pulse of one polarity is always followed by a

pulse of opposite polarity, but not necessarily in the next pulse position.

For this reason the low-frequency cut-off compensation with the above

method of "dicode" transmission is not quite as effective as with dipulse

transmission. Furthermore, since it is necessary to distinguish between

three pulse amplitudes (1,0, —1), in the received pulse train, the maxi-

mum tolerable pulse distortion in relation to the peak pulse amplitude

is only half as great as with two pulse amplitudes (1, —1) in an ordinary

code.

10. TRANSMISSION DISTORTION FROM BAND-EDGE PHASE DEVIATIONS

In pulse transmission systems where phase equalization is employed,

it may be impracticable or unnecessary to equalize over the entire trans-

mission band. There will then be residual phase distortion near the band-

edges, as indicated in Fig. 36. This type of phase deviation will give rise

to pulse distortion extending over appreciable time intervals if the band-

edge phase deviations are large, as indicated in the above figure, for the

reason that the frequency components outside the linear phase range

will be received with increased transmission delay. Evaluation of the

pulse shape is in this case a rather elaborate procedure, but rms pulse

distortion or intersymbol interference resulting from such phase dis-

tortion can readily be determined as outlined below. In certain pulse

modulation systems, such as PAM time division systems, rms inter-

symbol interference is of principal interest. In other systems where peak

intersymbol interference is controlling, it may usually be estimated with

engineering accuracy by applying a peak factor.

When the pulse shape is known, peak intersymbol interference may
be determined by methods outlined in Section 13. Comparison of peak

intersymbol interference evaluated in this manner with rms pulse dis-

tortion, for some cases in which the pulse shapes in the presence of phase

* L. A. Meacham originally proposed this method is an unpublished memoran-
dum.
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distortion were determined, indicates that the peak factor is about 3

when phase distortion is appreciable and the pulses are substantially

prolonged in duration.

Returning to equation (8.17) and assuming a = 0, the following rela-

tionship is obtained for rms intersymbol interference due to phase devia-

tions

U = J- (

—

Y
2

1" f 2A.
f
(l - cos 0) do— P(0) \rt\I Jo

i/a

(10.01)
'(0) \7TTi/

where /3 = /S(o>) is the deviation from a linear phase characteristic.

For transmission systems with a linear phase shift, the peak amplitude

of the pulses is given by (8.23) and with this relation in (10.01)

VWlTj/

where

[

f
"max "I 1'2 / r f u n„.x

coi / 2A \l - cos P)du\ / Jo

A d

(10.02)

(10.03)

UNDISTORTED PULSE
"(NO BAND-EDGE PHASE DISTORTION)

AMPLITUDE
CHARACTERISTIC

. PULSE DISTORTION FROM
BAND-EDGE PHASE DEVIATION

Fig. 36 — Pulse distortion from band-edge phase deviation for particular case

of linear band-edge delay distortion.
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CO' CO, FREQUENCY, CO

Fig. 37 — Constant amplitude characteristic with band-edge phase distortion.

If there is no phase distortion, i.e., /3 = 0, between co = and co', equa-

tion (10.03) becomes

X = Wj

/•"mux ~|l/2 / I" ^o>nm,

/ 2A 2
(1 - co.s/3tfco / / A (lw (10.04)

As an example, consider a parabolic deviation from a linear phase

characteristic between co' and comax , in which case delay distortion would

vary linearily in this band, as indicated in Fig. 37 for a constant ampli-

tude characteristic for which comax = coi . In this case

\C0l — co /
(10.05)

where ft is the maximum phase deviation, obtained for co = coi .

Equation (10.04) in the above case becomes:

*> 2 f"Ti * /"-"'YIjX = — / 1 - cos /3i ( 7
dco,

COi Ju - L \«l — CO / _

2(coi — CO )

CO]

2(«i — CO

CO,

r r" 1 "1

1 - ft""
2

Jo
cos u2

<fe ,

J[-steT«+4

(10.06)

where ft + iX" = erf (0i
IS
6
iwl

*) in which erf is the error function.

For a constant amplitude transmission characteristic as assumed
above, (7t/coiti) = 1, so that (10.02) becomes U = X, which may also
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be written

:

'\l/2

U=[^ -) -F(/8i), and (10.07)
Wi

[1 / - \m ~l
1/2

l -iOs) iR + x)
.

(10.08)

For various values of the maximum phase deviation /3i in radians the

function F becomes:

Pi 0.25 l 4 •

F 0.14 0.43 1.24 1.42

If, for example, phase distortion were confined to 10 per cent of the

transmission band, then («i - w')/«i = 0.1. For a maximum phase

deviation of 1 radian at the edge of the transmission band, F = 0.43 and

U = 0.135. For a maximum phase distortion of 4 radians, F — 1.24 and

U = 0.39. Since peak intersymbol interference may exceed the above

rms values by a factor of about 3, and the maximum tolerable peak

intersymbol interference in a system employing two pulse amplitudes

would be less than 1, it is evident that band-edge phase deviations must

be held at rather small values, less than about 3 radians, in the upper

10 per cent of the transmission band.

The above severe tolerances on band-edge phase distortion can be

overcome by employing a transmission frequency characteristic of the

type shown in Fig. 38 and previously discussed in Section 5. If the phase

characteristic is linear between u = and wi , and phase distortion

between wi and 2wi varies as

& = ft
CO — C0l

2coi — coi

= 01 (10.09)

equation (10.04) can be written

1 + cos
2«i

1 - cos |8i 1 -
COi

rfcu,

= / ( 1 — sin £ u
J

(1 — cos fait
2
) du.

(10.10)

Pulses may also in this case be transmitted at intervals n = x/co]

without intersymbol interference in the absence of phase distortion, so
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that (10.02) becomes U = X or

e-PiI ii ) (1 — cos fiiu
2
) du

1/2

(10.11)

The maximum delay distortion at the edge of the transmission band,

i.e., co = 2coi , is rfmax = 2/3i/toi . The product of this delay distortion

with the maximum frequency /mns = 2/i is dma*fmax = 2ft/7r. For various

values of maximum phase distortion ft and the corresponding product

dmoj/mns , the following values of rms intersymbol interference are ob-

tained by numerical integration of (10.11). (This integral can be ex-

pressed in terms of a number of Fresnel integrals, but numerical integra-

tion is simpler and sufficiently accurate for the present purpose.)

01 IT 2tt 4ir -

'•mux Jmax 2 4 8 cc

u 0.070 0.120 0.185 0.330

The particular case dmaxfmax = 8 is similar to that shown in Fig. 3G,

except that this figure applies to a Gaussian characteristic, for which

the amplitude at to = coi has been taken as 0.32 rather than 0.5 in the

case considered here. For this reason rms intersymbol interference from

phase distortion would be greater in the present case.

AMPLITUDE
1 /
l /

CHARACTERISTIC
1 /
1 /
1 /
1 /
1 />
1 /
1 /

PHASE
DISTORTION,/!

/' <

// <'

i A A
br /

PHASE
CHARACTERISTIC/"

1 \ *
— DELAY

DISTORTION

|A _
! \
I X

WMAX =20), FREQUENCY, <U

Fig. 38 — Typical transmission frequency characteristic with phase equaliza-

tion over 50 per cent of transmission hand.
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h \

FREQUENCY »- fm

Fig. 39 — Sub-channel with nearly linear delay distortion.

Peak intersymbol interference may exceed the above rms values by a

factor of about 3. In a system employing two pulse amplitude (1 and

— 1), the maximum tolerable intersymbol interference is 1. This value

would thus be attained in the above case for dmDXfmax = °° • Hence, in a

system employing two pulse amplitudes, and in the absence of noise

and intersymbol interference from other sources, there would be no

limitation on phase distortion for a> > wi
,
provided the phase charac-

teristic is linear between o> = and coi

.

11. BAND-PASS CHARACTERISTICS WITH LINEAR DELAY DISTORTION

In Fig. 39 is shown a transmission frequency characteristic together

with an assumed delay distortion d^p/du. When a portion of the trans-

mission band is employed for pulse transmission, as for example in pulse

signalling, data or telegraph transmission over portion of a voice channel,

there may be an appreciable component of substantially linear delay

distortion, as indicated in the above figure. The departure from a linear

variation can usually be approximated by a cosine variation in delay,

and the system can then be regarded as made up of two components in

tandem, one with linear the other with cosine variation in delay. The

effect of the latter can be evaluated by the methods outlined in Section G,

and the effect of a linear variation by methods established in this section.

In Fig. 40 is shown a symmetrical amplitude characteristic with linear

delay distortion over the transmission band. Phase distortion with

respect to the midband frequency is in this case

*(u) = Qu and *(-u) = /3m
2

,
(11.01)
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and delay distortion

d*(u)/du = 20u,d*(-u)/du = -2/3?/.. (11.02)

(The symbol /3, together with a, r?, a and b used later in this section do

not have the same meaning as in earlier sections.) With (11.01) in (2.10)

and (2.11), the in-phase and quadrature components in (2.09) become

O s /•
cc

R- + R+ = — / Q,(u) cos ut cos fiu
2
, and

7T Jo

Q- + Q+ = — I (&(u) cos ut sin /3?<
2

.

7T Jn

(11.03)

The in-phase and quadrature components can accordingly be identi-

fied with the real and the negative imaginary component of the integral

J=_/ a(u) cos ute~
ifiul

du. (11.04)
7T Jo

The solution of this integral is rather simple for the particular case of a

Gaussian transmission characteristic

a (m) = e-
au
\

in which case

7T Jo

-(a+»0)u»
cos u/ d//,

(11.05)

(11.06)

-t*IHa+ifi)

[*(a 4- i/3)]"-

AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTIC

/JU /PHASE CHARACTERISTIC, /JU 2

DELAY DISTORTION, 2/3U

-2/3U

Fig. 40 — Symmetrical hand-pass amplitude characteristic with linear delay
distortion.
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The real and negative imaginary components of this expression are

R_ + R+ = 25 (-)
1 '2

e~
ali

cos (9 - bt
2
), andW

(11.07)
/A1'2

Q_ - Q+ = 25 p j «-" sin (6 - bt
2

),

where

a , /3 , 2 , «2\l/2

" = «?+« 6 =
I(^TM c=(«+'3 )

tan 29 = fS/a = b/a

The impulse characteristic obtained with (11.07) in (2.09) becomes

P(t) = 25 (-)
1 '2

<T
a '

2

[cos (u rt - +r) cos (9 - bt
2

)

\t/ (11.08)

+ sin (cori
- ypr) sin (9 - bt

2
)].

From (11.08) it is seen that the envelope is

(r \ il2
C-\ e-

at
\ (11.09)

The peak of the envelope obtained with t = is smaller than without

delay distortion (/3 = 0) by the factor

1

V =
[i+ 0V«)

2
]

1/2
' (11.10)

The constant a is smaller than without delay distortion by the factor

7j

4
. If U designates the time required for the instantaneous amplitude of a

pulse to decay from its peak to a given value without delay distortion,

the time h to reach the same amplitude with delay distortion is

h = U/yf = toil + (/3/a)T
/2

. (11-lD

If wmax indicates the frequency at the 40 db down point on the trans-

mission frequency characteristic, aumox
2 = 4.6, The corresponding delay

distortion is dmns = 2u>mas/3. Thus 0/« = -68 dmaKfma* so that (11.11)

becomes

:

U = U[l + 0.46 (dma4moK)

2

}

112
. (11.12)

The effect of a linear delay distortion across the transmission band is

thus to disperse or broaden the envelope of the received pulses, as illus-
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trated in Fig. 41. For a specified pulse overlap or intersymbol interference

the pulse spacing must accordingly be increased by the factor t\/t , so

that for a given transmission performance the transmission capacity is

reduced by the factor / //i . About the same effect would be expected for

other pulse shapes or amplitude characteristics resembling the Gaussian

shape assumed in the above derivation.

Comparison of (11.08) with (2.13) shows that the function <p(t) with

respect to the midband frequency is

<p(t) = 6 - bf. (11.13)

If the reference or carrier frequency is displaced from the midband by

AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTIC

— u
FREQUENCYU f «J FREQUEI

J* TMAX "1 ».

—— DELAY DISTORTION

(3) TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC

WITHOUT DELAY DISTORTION-/ '\WITH DELAY DISTORTION

TIME

(b) IMPULSE CHARACTERISTICS WITHOUT AND WITH DELAY DISTORTION

U =to[l + 0.46(d MAX fMAx)
2
]
2

fu»x = FREQUENCY FROM MIDBAND AT WHICH AMPLITUDE OF TRANSMISSION
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC IS REDUCED 40 DECIBELS

dMAX = DELAY DISTORTION AT fMAX IN SECONDS

Fig. 41 — Lengthening of impulse envelope by linear delay distortion for

Gaussian transmission characteristic.
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uy , the in-phase and quadrative components are in accordance with

(2.18)

R-' + R+' = cos (0 - bt
2 + a>yt - fa) P(t), and

QJ - Q+' = sin (6 - bt
2 + uu t - fa) P(t),

where fa = /W and P(t) is given by (11.09).
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